Type I error and the power of the s-test: old lessons from a new, analytically justified statistical test for phylogenies.
We present a new procedure for assessing the statistical significance of the most likely unrooted dichotomous topology inferrable from four DNA sequences. The procedure calculates directly a P-value for the support given to this topology by the informative sites congruent with it, assuming the most likely star topology as the null hypothesis. Informative sites are crucial in the determination of the maximum likelihood dichotomous topology and are therefore an obvious target for a statistical test of phylogenies. Our P-value is the probability of producing through parallel substitutions on the branches of the star topology at least as much support as that given to the maximum likelihood dichotomous topology by the aforementioned informative sites, for any of the three possible dichotomous topologies. The degree of statistical significance is simply the complement of this P-value. Ours is therefore an a posteriori testing approach, in which no dichotomous topology is specified in advance. We implement the test for the case in which all sites behave identically and the substitution model has a single parameter. Under these conditions, the P-value can be easily calculated on the basis of the probabilities of change on the branches of the most likely star topology, because under these assumptions, each site can become informative independently from every other site; accordingly, the total number of informative sites of each kind is binomially distributed. We explore the test's type I error by applying it to data produced in star topologies having all branches equally long, or having two short and two long branches, and various degrees of homoplasy. The test is conservative but we demonstrate, by means of a discreteness correction and progressively assumption-free calculations of the P-values, that (1) the conservativeness is mostly due to the discrete nature of informative sites and (2) the P-values calculated empirically are moreover mostly quite accurate in absolute terms. Applying the test to data produced in dichotomous topologies with increasing internal branch length shows that, despite the test's "conservativeness," its power is much higher than that of the bootstrap, especially when the relevant informative sites are few.